
Minutes of the General Assembly on 
12th December, 2019
Minute taker: Colin Finck

The General Assembly of the Association “ReactOS 
Deutschland e.V.” took place in the internet (SSL 
secured IRC server) on 12th December, 2019 at 19:00 
(local German time).

Attendant members
• Matthias Kupfer (President of the Association)

• Daniel Reimer (Vice President of the Association)

• Colin Finck (Treasurer)

• Thomas Faber

• Mark Jansen

• Amine Khaldi

• Timo Kreuzer

Summary of the decisions
• The Board has been discharged of its responsibilities.

• In order to prepare for Google Summer of Code 2020, a “Google Summer of Code 
2020 Ideas” wiki page shall already be created now.
Such a task list would also help to find suitable candidates for paid development. To 
find such developers, it was also discussed to contact other open-source 
organizations like FOSSASIA.

• The regular meetings with all ReactOS members are going to be reinstated on 30 th 
January, 2020. They will now be scheduled bi-monthly.

The original wordings of all attendant members can be read in the attached IRC Log.

Aachen, 12th December, 2019

For the correctness of the minutes

(signed Colin Finck) (signed Matthias Kupfer)

(Minute taker) (President)

ReactOS Deutschland e.V.
Am Bach 11

33378 Rheda-Wiedenbrück, Germany
deutschland@reactos.org



Attachments
• Automatically created IRC Log of the General Assembly

• Annual Report 2018



Automatically created IRC Log of the General Assembly
Notice: The time is given in UTC. For getting the German time on that day, add one hour.

[15:04] LogBot has joined #generalassembly with voice status
[15:04] VoteBot has joined #generalassembly with voice status
[15:05] Colin_Finck has joined #generalassembly with voice status
[15:20] Amine_Khaldi has joined #generalassembly with voice status
[15:34] Thomas_Faber has joined #generalassembly with voice status
[16:24] Thomas_Faber has quit the server (Ping timeout: 60 seconds)
[16:39] Thomas_Faber has joined #generalassembly with voice status
[17:27] Mark_Jansen has joined #generalassembly with voice status
[17:39] Matthias_Kupfer has joined #generalassembly with voice status
[17:42] Daniel_Reimer has joined #generalassembly with voice status
[17:43] <Daniel_Reimer> Evil mIRC... I need a + with the port to have SSL...
[17:44] <Mark_Jansen> ah yes
[17:44] <Mark_Jansen> might I recommend hexchat as a successor to mirc ;)
[17:45] <Daniel_Reimer> Well, it works and still was installed from the ROS' past
[17:45] <Mark_Jansen> heh
[17:46] <Matthias_Kupfer> Hello from my side, now we let the grace period pass and start sharp 1900
[17:48] Timo_Kreuzer has joined #generalassembly with voice status
[17:48] <Daniel_Reimer> Good. Then I can finish... stuff.
[17:48] <Timo_Kreuzer> Sorry, I'm late
[17:49] <Daniel_Reimer> Naaah, 1900 ^^
[17:49] <Mark_Jansen> still well in the grace period
[17:50] <Timo_Kreuzer> great
[17:50] <Colin_Finck> so only Christoph and Pierre missing. I don't expect Christoph to come today, and Pierre already said he may lack time this 
evening. But as per the invitation, we'll await the grace period and begin at 19:00
[17:52] <Matthias_Kupfer> maybe  you can use the time to read the annual report if not already done
[17:55] <Colin_Finck> there is also a German version if you like: https://ev.reactos.org/temp/Gesch%C3%A4ftsbericht_2018.pdf (as demanded by the 
financial authorities)
[18:00] <Matthias_Kupfer> So, our annual assembly starts now
[18:00] <Matthias_Kupfer> Let me first welcome you
[18:01] <Matthias_Kupfer> Even for 2018 the Annual Report is the same procedure as every year
[18:01] <Matthias_Kupfer> Are there any questions, if not, I would like to add some notes
[18:01] <Daniel_Reimer> None from my side
[18:01] <Thomas_Faber> None here
[18:01] <Amine_Khaldi> none from me
[18:01] <Mark_Jansen> None from me
[18:02] <Matthias_Kupfer> Timo_Kreuzer: questions?
[18:02] <Timo_Kreuzer> none
[18:02] <Matthias_Kupfer> As you may have noticed, the money pile grows and grows
[18:03] <Matthias_Kupfer> that seems to be good for us, but it isn't, the financial authorities anounced the possibility of a deep check
[18:04] <Matthias_Kupfer> and we can lose our tax-deductible status
[18:04] <Daniel_Reimer> Yeah, problem is, if there are no ppl we can pay... What else should we do?
[18:04] <Matthias_Kupfer> the board is taking care of that issue in connection with a tax consultant
[18:05] <Matthias_Kupfer> but we should be aware of the fact, that we have to spend money regardless any problems to be back on track
[18:05] <Matthias_Kupfer> the money has to cover ongoing activities, it's not allowed to save that amount of money over years
[18:06] <Matthias_Kupfer> It's my duty to keep you informed of that. The worst case scenario I have in mind is: We hire a developer for some tasks 
even it's not the ideal one
[18:07] <Matthias_Kupfer> or we order some development "units" from a company
[18:07] <Daniel_Reimer> I thought this is very difficult?
[18:07] <Colin_Finck> An easy formula goes like: We are basically checked every 3 years and in that period, we need to have spent most of the 
money from the previous 3 years
[18:08] <Matthias_Kupfer> If we really buy something with real invoice aso, it's not that difficult
[18:08] <Daniel_Reimer> Ah, we don't "hire" them, we pay for a dev service? Good one ^^
[18:08] <Colin_Finck> right now, we have big plans to hire developers and award scholarships, but if we don't get them, it publicly looks like 
we're only piling up money
[18:09] <Matthias_Kupfer> but if we hire people ourself, thats a lot of paperwork and time consuming bureaucracy
[18:09] <Matthias_Kupfer> in connection with that problem I think we may have another one (I'm working on it too):
[18:10] <Matthias_Kupfer> our reason for charity doesn't actually match our activities, so financial authorities might think it's fake overall
[18:11] <Matthias_Kupfer> Therefore we might discuss to change the cheritiy reason to a more valid one. I already have asked an official person at 
financial authorities and we overcome
[18:12] <Thomas_Faber> Okay, I'll be afk as mentioned. If I'm allowed to do so publicly, I vote to discharge the responsibilities of the board.
[18:12] <Matthias_Kupfer> tha a different point in the law text matches better, for the german speaking members (§52 AO (2) last sentences).
[18:13] <Matthias_Kupfer> cann we do this vote right away?
[18:13] <Colin_Finck> Matthias_Kupfer: This sounds a bit too harsh. Main activities sponsored and organized by ReactOS Deutschland e.V. are our 
presentation of ReactOS at open-source events and the annual ReactOS Hackfest, which matches our "promotion of research and education" activity in 
the charter
[18:14] <Daniel_Reimer> And the stipendia
[18:15] <Matthias_Kupfer> To be honest, we prodeuce code for the community which is available free of charge, that's the main point of ReactOS and 
we are supporting that main goal. It's actually not
[18:15] <Colin_Finck> Matthias_Kupfer: Not sure if you remember, but regarding §52 AO (2) last sentences, I had a phone call with the "OFD 
Münster" in 2010 and they told me it's more likely that we're associated with one of the existing approved charity activities rather than they 
invent a new one for a foundation like ours
[18:16] <Matthias_Kupfer> our intension to educate people
[18:17] <Matthias_Kupfer> My information is, that we can find an individual agreement and a new one for our foundation is not necessary
[18:18] <Matthias_Kupfer> It's just an idea. It's my duty to inform you. Let me sum up: the actual charitiy reason doesn't fit the aims perfectly
[18:18] <Daniel_Reimer> Last one from my side to not cause a meeting till tomorrow: Always a problem of how to see things. We educate ppl, but for 
our goal and with out goal in mind. Of course we don't allow everyone to be supported that way. That is the problem?
[18:18] <Colin_Finck> I am fine if we have a vote about changing the foundation charitable activity if deemed necessary by authorities. But this 
should be rechecked multiple times before a drastic change like this is done: KDE e.V. and The Document Foundation have similar activities listed 
in their charter
[18:19] <Matthias_Kupfer> I 'll discuss those things with our tax consultant to make that bullet-proof
[18:19] <Matthias_Kupfer> Colin_Finck: I agree
[18:19] <Matthias_Kupfer> Are there any comments, remarks or questions so far?
[18:20] <Daniel_Reimer> My questions were answered I guess.
[18:21] <Matthias_Kupfer> It's a fact we have to reduce our cash at any price (nice pun) ;-)
[18:21] <Colin_Finck> Matthias_Kupfer: But I have to disappoint you. According to §8.7 of our charter, all active members have to agree to a 
change of the foundation purpose
[18:21] <Colin_Finck> we lack 2 people today
[18:21] <Colin_Finck> and I doubt any authority would accept this vote if we don't vote on the exact new foundation purpose today
[18:21] <Daniel_Reimer> Well, no change today as I understood, it was only a information
[18:22] <Matthias_Kupfer> I don't want to do this today, I want to make all aware, that such things might be helpfull or necessary in future
[18:22] <Mark_Jansen> We promote at events like fosdem, and we educate both on mattermost as well as on github and sometimes in person on events 
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like fosdem
[18:22] <Colin_Finck> ah, I thought that was the vote you were referring to on 19:13
[18:22] <Matthias_Kupfer> no, the vote was for discharging, but anyway
[18:23] <Colin_Finck> ok, then let's proceed here. Further questions regarding our status with the tax consultants and the possibly necessary 
changes to our charter can be clarified on Mattermost after the official part is done
[18:23] <Matthias_Kupfer> So, having said this we can move to the next point
[18:23] <Matthias_Kupfer> 2nd point on the agenda is discharging the board members
[18:24] <Colin_Finck> shall I set up the vote?
[18:25] <Matthias_Kupfer> It's like every year, we ask you to discharge the board for the past
[18:25] <Matthias_Kupfer> Colin_Finck: please start the vote
[18:26] <Matthias_Kupfer> I'm afraid we have to wait 5 minutes for the result, because of Thomas absence
[18:27] <VoteBot> Colin_Finck has set up a vote and I'm asking all participating members in private messages now.
[18:27] <VoteBot> Excluded from voting:
[18:27] <VoteBot>    Colin_Finck
[18:27] <VoteBot>    Daniel_Reimer
[18:27] <VoteBot>    Matthias_Kupfer
[18:31] <Matthias_Kupfer> so, it's almost over
[18:32] <VoteBot> The vote is over. Here are the results!
[18:32] <VoteBot> Question: Do you agree with discharging the responsibilities of the Board? (in German: "Sprechen Sie dem Vorstand Entlastung 
aus?")
[18:32] <VoteBot> Answers:
[18:32] <VoteBot>    Abstention - 1 votes
[18:32] <VoteBot>    Yes - 3 votes
[18:32] <VoteBot>    No - 0 votes
[18:32] <VoteBot> Total number of votes: 4
[18:32] <Colin_Finck> For the record: Thomas_Faber has publicly voted to discharge the responsibilities of the Board on 19:12, so the "Abstention" 
vote becomes a "Yes"
[18:32] <Colin_Finck> Which means, final results are:
[18:32] <Colin_Finck>   Abstention - 0 votes
[18:32] <Colin_Finck>   Yes - 4 votes
[18:32] <Colin_Finck>   No - 0 votes
[18:32] <Colin_Finck> Thank you very much!
[18:32] <Matthias_Kupfer> okay, thanks for your trust
[18:33] <Daniel_Reimer> Thanks for the discharge. As always I feel that I did not do much and you all keep the ship on course, but thanks for the 
support :D
[18:33] <Matthias_Kupfer>
 Let's move on to the next point: present and future activities
[18:34] <Matthias_Kupfer> the past activities are always the same like mentioned in the annual report and i think we can continue thos things 
without further discussions
[18:35] <Timo_Kreuzer> What do you refer to specifically?
[18:35] <Matthias_Kupfer> attending events
[18:35] <Matthias_Kupfer> participate google summer of code
[18:35] <Matthias_Kupfer> hackfest aso.
[18:36] <Colin_Finck> with FOSDEM 2020 being just in the pipeline
[18:36] <Matthias_Kupfer> I think we should attend more events and we should be prepared of losing an event, this year it needs my personal force 
to keep Chemnitz Linux Days
[18:37] <Matthias_Kupfer> because they have a space problem and we don't perfectly fit in
[18:37] <Matthias_Kupfer> I'll do my best in future, but be aware of this.
[18:37] <Timo_Kreuzer> Regarding Hackfest, there were suggestions to doing it in belarus instead of Berlin. I would support that. Would that be an 
option?
[18:38] <Matthias_Kupfer> So, the registration is open, Daniel_Reimer please don't forget to register
[18:38] <Daniel_Reimer> Would be my first trip in that direction, but I have no objections, just can't promise to participate. Job is... FUN
[18:38] <Daniel_Reimer> OK, will be done.
[18:38] <Matthias_Kupfer> Timo_Kreuzer: what's about visa issues?
[18:38] <Colin_Finck> Timo_Kreuzer: Belarus was the first idea, St. Petersburg was the second one now that they also have eased visa regulations 
for 30 days. We'll have to check where we have more people to organize things locally
[18:39] <Matthias_Kupfer> belarus is politically the most problematic region in europe, just my idea
[18:39] <Timo_Kreuzer> We could rent an AirBNB and be done. It's pretty cheap over there.
[18:39] <Timo_Kreuzer> Belarus is visa free for both EU and Russia
[18:40] <Colin_Finck> however only via Minsk airport. Better be aware of that now
[18:40] <Matthias_Kupfer> okay, I'm a little bit worried, but don't make it depend on me
[18:41] <Colin_Finck> (I'm planning a private train trip next year, which will also cross Belarus and will certainly need a visa)
[18:41] <Matthias_Kupfer> so, we would need a visa?
[18:41] <Colin_Finck> if you come by train, then yes. If you come via Minsk airport, you can get there visa free
[18:41] <Colin_Finck> (for 30 days)
[18:42] <Matthias_Kupfer> I'm more worried now, anyway
[18:43] <Matthias_Kupfer> other plans and ideas?
[18:43] <Colin_Finck> anyway, having organized the last few Hackfests in Berlin, I'm not opposed to a wholly different location for 2020. It just 
needs someone else to do the local organization then
[18:43] <Colin_Finck> I'll ask Victor Perevertkin, he was also a friend of the Minsk idea
[18:44] <Timo_Kreuzer> okay
[18:44] <Matthias_Kupfer> okay, so let's postpone the decision on that, are there other suitable regions?
[18:44] <Colin_Finck> Matthias_Kupfer: let me shortly write something up
[18:44] <Matthias_Kupfer> okay
[18:44] <Colin_Finck> regarding other ideas
[18:44] <Colin_Finck> in the meantime, you guys are free to suggest other suitable regions for a Hackfest
[18:46] <Daniel_Reimer> Well, over here? Not much to see in Lower Franconia and I would have to check for a bigger location, unless we wanna do 
hackfest in my living room ^^ But if nothing else comes up, it is possible here
[18:47] <Matthias_Kupfer> regarding our money pile, I thought about developing a small notebook with working hardware for reactos and selling 
bundled with free operating system
[18:48] <Thomas_Faber> (back)
[18:48] <Matthias_Kupfer> for windows people which don't want to use windows 10 but have some programs to run
[18:48] <Mark_Jansen> maybe we could discount merchandise or cover shipping costs?
[18:48] <Matthias_Kupfer> and need a windows system for whatever reason
[18:49] <Daniel_Reimer> I like the idea
[18:49] Amine_Khaldi has quit the server (Connection reset by peer)
[18:49] <Timo_Kreuzer> Matthias_Kupfer: I don't think we are anywhere close to consider that. And selling it would increase our money pile.
[18:49] <Timo_Kreuzer> *close in the sense of ReactOS stability
[18:50] <Matthias_Kupfer> we can select supported hardware items, okay it was just an idea, the developing cost will considerable minimize our 
money pile
[18:50] <Colin_Finck> Victor Perevertkin and me have been to Google Summer of Code Mentor Summit in Munich this year and met many interesting 
people. Next to what I already reported on ros-dev, I also talked to some Indian mentors.
[18:50] <Colin_Finck> They are well aware of the problem of vastly different qualities you can get when hiring software engineers from India (no 
matter if it's GSoC or something else). However, those mentors referred me to FOSSASIA, a non-profit organization with a good connection to 
developers in Asia. It sounds like it's possible to basically go there with a budget and objectives and they can find the right developers for us. 
Our budget could actually mean a pretty 
[18:50] <Colin_Finck> good pay for these people in these countries.
[18:51] <Mark_Jansen> so they would handle the biggest workload of hiring / searching people?
[18:51] <Colin_Finck> I still didn't find the time to speak to anyone from FOSSASIA. But I also can't do that alone. If we hire anyone from 
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outside, these people also need basic training and mentorship in the beginning, just like we do for GSoC
[18:51] <Colin_Finck> Mark_Jansen: The mentors I talked to made it sound like that. But as I say, I still have to speak to someone from FOSSASIA 
actually
[18:52] <Daniel_Reimer> If it's close to what they claim it to be... Do it.
[18:52] <Colin_Finck> I can't really start on that before we have an idea list 
[18:52] <Colin_Finck> we always prepare that only shortly before GSoC starts
[18:52] <Mark_Jansen> maybe we can pay a community member to mentor newcomers?
[18:53] Amine_Khaldi has joined #generalassembly with voice status
[18:53] <Matthias_Kupfer> okay, this idea sounds good for me, I vote for it, I think we should consider a kind of compensation if the mentor 
duties are very time consuming
[18:53] <Timo_Kreuzer> Are we talking about professional developers or students?
[18:53] <Colin_Finck> Mark_Jansen: I think if we want a good technical outcome, we need some technical mentors
[18:54] <Mark_Jansen> And another idea would be to pay someone to write press releases / articles?
[18:55] <Mark_Jansen> we have many enthusiasts that do not have the technical know-how to contribute code, but they might want to contribute in 
other ways
[18:55] <Matthias_Kupfer> Okay, so, we need a kind of wish list and a person to introduce developers into the development process
[18:56] <Matthias_Kupfer> right?
[18:56] <Colin_Finck> Timo_Kreuzer: Rather professional developers. But I expect that we'll likely get people that just graduated from university 
and are looking for first jobs. I expect long-term professional developers to eventually end up with a job at a bigger organization rather than 
going from gig to gig
[18:57] <Timo_Kreuzer> ok, which means it would be independent from time (vacations).
[18:58] <Matthias_Kupfer> what are the next steps?
[18:58] <Colin_Finck> Matthias_Kupfer: Yeah, it's probably the easiest if someone takes https://reactos.org/wiki/Google_Summer_of_Code_2019_Ideas, 
copies it to "Google Summer of Code 2020 Ideas", cleans it up, and adds new stuff
[18:58] <Colin_Finck> This could serve as a list for both GSoC and potential jobs then
[18:59] <Matthias_Kupfer> okay, and you are going to contact FOSSASIA in near future?
[18:59] <Colin_Finck> when I have a list to show them, I can do that
[19:00] <Colin_Finck> and I'm also fine with paying people for all other tasks that haven't been taken up by volunteers yet, e.g. as Mark_Jansen 
suggested
[19:00] <Matthias_Kupfer> ah, okay, so we need the list first, I see
[19:00] <Colin_Finck> we just need the right people :)
[19:00] <Matthias_Kupfer> and the right legal form to do that
[19:01] <Matthias_Kupfer> let's avoid to hire poeple directly
[19:01] <Colin_Finck> ah, sure 
[19:01] <Colin_Finck> I think this concludes the agenda point
[19:02] <Matthias_Kupfer> As long as some activities are time consuming we can offer a compansation for some tasks event for members under 
specific circumstances
[19:02] <Colin_Finck> well, maybe even the next one "Possibly discussion about current and future paid development activities"
[19:03] <Matthias_Kupfer> okay, so then lets move on, has anyone turhter topics to come up with?
[19:03] <Timo_Kreuzer> One additional remark:
[19:04] <Timo_Kreuzer> for paid developers we have different task requirements (i.e. less), so we can use tasks like "Fix winetests" or "clean up 
the wiki"
[19:04] <Timo_Kreuzer> So maybe we should separate that
[19:04] <Matthias_Kupfer> I think we need more than 2 groups, first guess:
[19:05] <Matthias_Kupfer> 1. core developers (kernel)
[19:05] <Matthias_Kupfer> 2. application developers
[19:05] <Colin_Finck> Timo_Kreuzer: https://reactos.org/wiki/Google_Summer_of_Code_2019_Ideas already has a separation by category, and I also 
think it would be beneficial if we had a Difficulty label. Maybe it makes more sense to manage that entire list in JIRA anyway :)
[19:05] <Matthias_Kupfer> 3. tester, artwork, translations and stuff like this
[19:06] <Timo_Kreuzer> I guess we will figure something out
[19:06] <Matthias_Kupfer> 4. administrative supporting tasks, wiki, merchendise, articles, promotions, support on fairs and events
[19:07] <Colin_Finck> Timo_Kreuzer: If nobody volunteers today to manage that, I'm afraid nothing would happen before FOSDEM
[19:07] <Colin_Finck> we can of course use our Mini-Hackfest on FOSDEM's Saturday to make a list
[19:08] <Colin_Finck> but would be great if we still got things done outside of Hackfests ;)
[19:08] <Matthias_Kupfer> Colin_Finck: let's use the upcoming events to do little steps forward,
 we can furthermore plan some short meetings in mattermost on regulary basis
[19:09] <Matthias_Kupfer> once in 2 months
[19:09] <Colin_Finck> Nobody had called for our former monthly meetings in a long time, so I didn't reinstate them. Could do anytime though
[19:10] <Matthias_Kupfer> okay, just an idea
[19:10] <Mark_Jansen> This seems like a good idea to move this forward
[19:10] <Matthias_Kupfer> short meetings means less then an hour
[19:11] <Colin_Finck> Mark_Jansen: you mean reinstating monthly meetings?
[19:11] <Mark_Jansen> once in 2 months
[19:11] <Daniel_Reimer> Meetings are needed. RosBE waits for fixes, the list and more stuff. At least every 3 months
[19:12] <Colin_Finck> ok
[19:12] <Timo_Kreuzer> I agree.
[19:13] <Matthias_Kupfer> but please a small group of people, otherwise it will take considerably longer
[19:13] <Colin_Finck> Depends. If you need a volunteer, you want to draw from a large pool of people :)
[19:13] <Matthias_Kupfer> okay let's start with 2 months to end up with one in 3 months ;-)
[19:13] <Daniel_Reimer> Good ^^
[19:14] <Daniel_Reimer> Btw, Matthias_Kupfer registration for CLT is out.
[19:14] <Matthias_Kupfer> should we setup a kind of doodle to schedule the best date and time?
[19:14] <Colin_Finck> I think first one should be in January then. Unless Timo_Kreuzer prefers a meeting next week to push for his Hackfest-over-
Christmas-holidays idea ;)
[19:14] <Matthias_Kupfer> or are there pferrred dates already konwn (day of week and time)
[19:15] <Mark_Jansen> or something like the first or last thursday of even / odd months?
[19:15] <Daniel_Reimer> If the group is big enough to make a doodle useful... sure
[19:15] <Matthias_Kupfer> okay, last thursday of even month sounds fine to me
[19:16] <Matthias_Kupfer> odd month sounds a little bit odd
[19:16] <Timo_Kreuzer> I'd prefer first thursday
[19:16] <Mark_Jansen> odd if we start in januari?
[19:16] <Colin_Finck> Matthias_Kupfer: My idea would be to reinstate the monthly meetings on Mattermost we had until around a year ago. With all 
ReactOS members, not just e.V.-related
[19:16] <Matthias_Kupfer> Colin_Finck:  but this will not take an hour
[19:17] <Matthias_Kupfer> I actually mean short meeting
[19:17] <Mark_Jansen> Maybe if we change the format?
[19:17] <Colin_Finck> If you have a clear agenda, it can be done in an hour. We had that already
[19:17] <Colin_Finck> And for non-agenda topics, people can continue to discuss on the Development channel afterwards
[19:18] <Matthias_Kupfer> okay, last thursday in odd month, starting in january (2020-01-30)
[19:18] <Daniel_Reimer> +1
[19:18] <Timo_Kreuzer> I'm fine with that
[19:18] <Mark_Jansen> works for me
[19:18] <Colin_Finck> +1 (I'm still on holidays on the first Thursday of January :P)
[19:19] <Matthias_Kupfer> okay 1900?
[19:19] <Daniel_Reimer> Doable. Unless there is an emergency again...
[19:20] <Colin_Finck> We always went for 19:00 UTC in the past
[19:20] <Timo_Kreuzer> remember that this is for all devs, not only for us. We should just keep the old time, IIRC we voted on that.
[19:20] <Colin_Finck> which would be 20:00 in our CET/GMT+1 timezone
[19:21] <Matthias_Kupfer> okay so 19:00 UTC (20:00 CET)
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[19:21] <Colin_Finck> Timo_Kreuzer: Exactly. Not sure if we still all agree on what we voted on back then, but let's start with that
[19:21] <Daniel_Reimer> better. More possible fixing time frame after work is over (over in theory)
[19:22] <Matthias_Kupfer> finally has anyone moved to a new residence and we have to update the new address?
[19:22] <Colin_Finck> I did :)
[19:22] <Colin_Finck> And I already updated the address in the system
[19:22] <Matthias_Kupfer> Colin_Finck: which place/city now?
[19:23] <Colin_Finck> still Aachen, but different street
[19:23] <Matthias_Kupfer> okay, anyone else?
[19:23] <Colin_Finck> the new address is already on the last paper we sent to the registration courts in the beginning of 2019
[19:23] <Timo_Kreuzer> no
[19:23] <Daniel_Reimer> No changes here and none planned too
[19:23] <Matthias_Kupfer> Amine_Khaldi: you are still alive?
[19:23] <Thomas_Faber> No change here
[19:23] <Mark_Jansen> I am hoping to move in 2020, but as of yet, no change
[19:24] <Matthias_Kupfer> okay, no changes so far, then the official part is over
[19:25] <Matthias_Kupfer> thanks for you time, we will see you on january (at least)
[19:25] <Mark_Jansen> in mattermost
[19:25] <Colin_Finck> yep
[19:26] <Colin_Finck> so I'll shut down the IRC Server now and we can all move to Mattermost
[19:26] <Daniel_Reimer> Already there ^^
[19:26] <Colin_Finck> think it's time to finally book an airbnb for FOSDEM :)
[19:27] Daniel_Reimer has quit the server (End of file)
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Annual Report 2018

As stipulated in the Articles of Assocation of ReactOS Deutschland e.V., the Annual Report 
gives an overview of the work of the Association in the year 2018. It is separated into 
Activities, Outlook, and Finances. The primary purpose of the Assocation lies in the 
support of the ReactOS Project. In 2018, the main tasks were:

● Organizing the ReactOS Hackfest 2018

● Organizing the participation in Google Summer of Code

● Presenting the project on popular exhibitions/events

Activities
The following annual activities, which directly contribute to the Association’s purpose, are 
not presented in detail. These were in particular:

● Continued development on the operating system ReactOS and related components 
(like RosBE), also by non-members

● Receiving donations and managing the collected funds

● Accounting and managing the members

During the year of 2018, the ReactOS Project continued to deliver on the reestablished 
3-month release schedule. Three ReactOS versions were published this year and 
guaranteed a steady inflow of donations, even surpassing the good result from 2017.

Part of these funds were used to continue a scholarship from the previous year. It ran until 
end of March, when the student could no longer fulfill the requirements and the scholarship 
had to be terminated. Paid development on ReactOS also occurred in February in the form 
of contract work on the USB stack. ReactOS Deutschland e.V. has been seeking for 
additional eligible students and freelancers throughout the rest of the year. However, due 
to a lack of suitable candidates, no further scholarships and contracts have been awarded 
in 2018.

Yet another time, members of the ReactOS Project presented the operating system at 
popular Open-Source exhibitions in 2018, such as the FOSDEM in Brussels in February 
and the Chemnitzer Linux-Tage in Chemnitz in March. This year, Association member 
Pierre Schweitzer also gave a talk about ReactOS at the RMLL in Strasbourgh in July.
As every year, ReactOS Deutschland e.V. supported all presentations by providing 
merchandising material and covering the travelling expenses. 
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From May through September, the ReactOS Project could again participate in the yearly 
Google Summer of Code event, where Google pays university students to work on 
selected Open-Source projects. In contrast to the previous year, only a single student 
qualified for one of the available tasks. Fortunately, he could be mentored by four ReactOS 
developers, thereby successfully completing his task and becoming a member of the 
ReactOS development team afterwards. ReactOS Deutschland e.V. was awarded the sum 
of $3200 for successfully mentoring him and sending up to two people to the Google 
Summer of Code Mentor Summit in Sunnyvale, California. Association member Colin 
Finck used that opportunity in October to exchange experiences with fellow Open-Source 
projects and gain insights on how to improve our future Summer of Code participations.

As already planned in 2017, ReactOS Deutschland e.V. organized another ReactOS 
Hackfest in 2018, this time taking place from 16th to 21st August in Berlin. The room was 
generously provided for free by IN-Berlin e.V., which has a strong track record of 
supporting similar conferences from like-minded Open-Source projects. As such, the 
booking was very straightforward and the room came with all amneties required for the 
event. ReactOS Deutschland e.V. only had to cover the travel expenses of some 
attendees. All in all, the ReactOS Hackfest 2018 in Berlin was received very well and we 
are looking forward to the next Hackfest there!

The ReactOS infrastructure stayed largely unchanged until November, when two long-time 
dedicated servers were replaced by a fleet of rented virtual machines and a dedicated 
storage system. In contrast to the previous setup, these virtual machines operate 
independent of one another, so that a failure of one service can no longer adversely affect 
other services. To further increase reliability and decentralization, the virtual machines are 
also spread between multiple European locations. As a side effect of the migration, the 
ReactOS web services are again reachable from certain countries, where they became 
victims of bulk IP bans. Due to the ever-decreasing price of server hosting, the better 
infrastructure comes at roughly the same monthly costs, but requires less maintenance.

By the end of the year, ReactOS Deutschland e.V. had its annual General Assembly. Apart 
from discharging the responsibilites of the Board and the usual presentation of all current 
and upcoming activities, the Articles of Association have been changed to add a fourth 
Board member. Based on his successful handling of various project matters in the past, 
long-time ReactOS member Pierre Schweitzer has been elected on the additional Vice 
President position, enabling ReactOS Deutschland e.V. to better represent the project 
internationally.

Outlook
ReactOS Deutschland e.V. will continue to support the ReactOS Project in 2019.
Another scholarship is already planned and due to be awarded in March. Apart from that, 
expect the Association to also manage donations, support ReactOS’ participation at 
popular Open-Source events, and maintain the ReactOS infrastructure in the next year. 
The ReactOS Hackfest 2019 is already planned and likely going to happen at the same 
location in Berlin around August.
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Finances

Incomes

Donations 18,783.51 €

Google Summer of Code Student Mentoring 2,680.14 €

Expenses

Scholarships 3,104.00 €

Infrastructure costs (Servers) 2,349.50 €

Travel expenses 2,172.59 €

Lump sum paid to the honorary officer (“Ehrenamtspauschale”) 720.00 €

Specific Research and Development Activities 338.70 €

Infrastructure costs (Domains) 32.32 €

Bank fees 0.30 €

Totals

Total incomes 21,463.65 €

Total expenses 8,717.41 €

Reserves from 2017 36,626.00 €

Balance on 2018-12-31 49,372.24 €
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Allocation of reserves

Due to the positive development of finances within the last 3 years, ReactOS Deutschland 
e.V. is legally obliged to provide a list detailing the allocation of reserves. This is why the 
Annual Report contains this section for the first time.

From the final balance on 2018-12-31, the following funds are allocated to reserves for 
expenses within the next 3 years:

Scholarships and other forms of paid development 23,484.00 €

Advertisement costs 5,000.00 €

Investments in server infrastructure 3,000.00 €

Legal consultation 3,000.00 €

Periodically recurring infrastructure expenses 2,192.00 €

Organization and travel expenses of ReactOS Hackfests 2,000.00 €

Travel expenses for Open-Source exhibitions 1,600.00 €

Matthias Kupfer (President of the Board)
Daniel Reimer (Vice President)
Pierre Schweitzer (Vice President)
Colin Finck (Board Member/Treasurer)
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